Comparing inferences among datasets generated using short read sequencing may provide insight into the concerted effects of evolutionary processes across organisms, but comparisons are complicated by biases introduced during dataset assembly. Sequence similarity thresholds allow the de novo assembly of short reads into loci for analysis, but the resulting datasets are sensitive to both the similarity threshold used and to the variation naturally present in the organism under study. Stringent thresholds as well as highly variable species may result in datasets in which divergent alleles are lost or divided into separate loci ('over-splitting'), whereas liberal thresholds increase the risk of paralogous loci being combined into a single locus ('under-splitting'). Comparisons among datasets or species are therefore potentially biased if different similarity thresholds are applied or if the species differ in levels of genetic variation. We examine the impact of a range of similarity thresholds on assembly of empirical short read datasets from populations of four different non-model bird lineages (species or species pairs) with different levels of genetic divergence. We find that, in all species, stringent similarity thresholds result in fewer alleles per locus than more liberal thresholds, which appears to be the result of high levels of over-splitting at stringent thresholds. The frequency of putative under-splitting, conversely, is low at all thresholds. Inferred genetic distances between individuals, gene tree depths, and estimates of the ancestral mutation-scaled effective population size (θ) differ depending upon the similarity threshold applied.
47
For each individual examined, we extracted total DNA from vouchered tissue samples using 120 DNeasy tissue kits (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) following the manufacturer's protocol. We sent DNA 121 extracts to the Cornell Institute of Genomic Diversity (IGD) to collect data using Genotyping by 122 Sequencing, a RAD-Seq method (Elshire et al., 2011) . Briefly, the IGD digested DNA using PstI 123 (CTGCAG) and ligated a sample-specific indexed adapter and common adapter to resulting fragments. 124 The IGD pooled and cleaned ligated samples using a QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen), 125 amplified the pool using an 18-cycle PCR, purified the PCR product using QIAquick columns, and 126 quantified the amplified libraries using a PicoGreen assay (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA, USA). We processed the raw GBS reads using the Stacks pipeline (Catchen et al., 2011; 2013) We examined the number of alleles per locus across treatments to examine how different 163 similarity thresholds affected each dataset. As an index of the frequency of under-splitting in each 164 dataset, we calculated the number of loci containing individuals with more than two alleles. These loci 165 were presumed to contain paralogous reads and were removed from further analysis. To assess the 167 conservative thresholds (94-99%) to the set of loci assembled under the most liberal threshold (93%).
168 This allowed us to detect instances in which multiple loci from the conservative threshold mapped to 169 the same locus from the stringent threshold. We used lastz (Harris, 2007) for mapping with minimum 170 identity set at 93% for all comparisons and no gaps permitted. We subtracted from each total the 171 number of loci from the liberal threshold (93%) that mapped to other loci assembled with the same 172 threshold using lastz. Over-splitting may also reduce average gene tree depth due to the loss of more variable loci. To 186 reduce computation, we selected a random subsample of 1,000 loci for each lineage at each threshold 187 for gene tree estimation. We selected the best-fit finite sites substitution model for each locus using 188 mrAIC.pl (Nylander, 2004) Table S2 ). The number of alleles was low using the 99% similarity 215 threshold, but increased and plateaued as the threshold approached 93% (Fig. 2a ). The number of 216 alleles was more similar across lineages at stringent thresholds than at liberal thresholds and this effect 217 impacted relative values between lineages. For example, Xenops contained, on average, 1.4 times as 218 many alleles as Rallus when processed with a 99% similarity threshold, but 1.66 times as many alleles 219 when processed with a 93% similarity threshold.
220
The proportion of loci containing putative paralogous reads increased slightly with increasing 221 similarity thresholds, but was less than 0.4% at all thresholds for all lineages (Fig. 2b) . At all 222 thresholds, Trochilus exhibited roughly half the level of putative paralogy displayed in the other 223 lineages (Table S3 ). Depending on the lineage, 5 -61% of loci represented putative over-split alleles 224 based on lastz mapping at the most stringent similarity threshold of 99%, but putative over-split alleles 225 decreased as thresholds became more liberal (Fig. 2b) .
226
Genetic distances between individuals were reduced at more stringent similarity thresholds 227 ( Fig. 3a ). Variance across lineages in mean genetic distance increased as similarity thresholds became 228 more liberal (Fig. S2 ), although relative values between lineages were similar across thresholds. F st 229 estimates between populations did not differ across thresholds (Fig. 3b ).
230
Mean gene tree depth, based on the depth of the deepest node, increased as more liberal 231 similarity thresholds were applied in each lineage (Fig. 3c ). Variance in mean gene tree depths across 232 lineages was inversely related to threshold stringency ( Fig. S2) and relative values across lineages were 233 contingent on the threshold applied. For example, the mean gene tree depth for Xenops was 1.48× 234 greater than for Rallus at 99% similarity, but 1.91× greater at 93% similarity. PrePrints 235 Ancestral  estimates were higher at more liberal similarity thresholds for all four lineages ( Fig   236 3d ), but contemporary  estimates and population divergence times (τ) showed no association with 237 similarity thresholds (Figs. S3, S4) . Ancestral  estimates, as with genetic distance and gene tree depth, 238 displayed lower variance across lineages at stringent relative to liberal thresholds (Fig. S2) Comparability of parameter estimates is essential for comparative studies of phylogeographic 246 structure and genetic diversity across species or among genomic regions (Nybom 2004 ). Our results 247 reveal, however, that inferences differ not only among lineages with different population histories, but 248 also according to the similarity threshold applied during dataset assembly. Differences in the impact of 249 similarity thresholds across datasets not only reduce the utility of those datasets for comparative 250 studies, but also preclude the application of standardized mutation rate estimates that would allow 251 demographic parameters in non-model species to be converted to real values (DaCosta & Sorenson, 252 2014). The issues discussed here are not restricted to RAD-Seq datasets, but are of concern for all short 
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We were unable to directly investigate the frequency of under-splitting and over-splitting in our 301 datasets because we lack genome sequences for the non-model organisms examined. Our indirect 302 measure of over-splitting may detect not just over-split loci, but also loci that are under-split in the 303 assembly from the most liberal threshold but correctly separated in the assembly from the more 518 519 520 521 
